Bernstein polynomials in one variable are known to be total-variation diminishing when compared to the approximated function /. Here we consider the two variable case and give a counterexample to show they are not area-diminishing. Sufficient conditions are then given on a continuous function / to insure convergence in area. A similar theorem is proved for Kantorovitch polynomials in the case /is summable.
We consider the two-dimensional Bernstein polynomials Bnmf, and the corresponding Kantorovitch polynomials Knmf, for functions z=f(x,y) defined on the unit square Q. Sufficient conditions are given to insure the convergence in area of these polynomials. In particular if/ is summable and generalized absolutely continuous on Q, then LK"mf-+$f where L is Lebesgue area, and 0 is the Cesari-Goffman generalized area; if / is continuous and ACT, with 5-integrable Tonelli lengths, then £5".m/-£/.
For any/defined on all of Q, ¿W(*> y) = 2 2f (L . -)pn.Áx)pm., (y) where pN.R(t)=(£)f R(l -tf~R.
For summable/on Q, n m
Kn.mf(.x, y) = 2 HIr.Jn.r(x)Pm.,(y) r=0 5=0
where
If/is continuous, 5" m/and Knmf converge uniformly to/. Although the behavior of Bnmf for discontinuous functions is quite erratic, e.g. [L, p. 28] , and [PJ, we have Let V be total variation, <p be variation over points of approximate continuity, / the Jordan length, and X the length over points of approximate continuity. Then for all n, . In virtue of the lower semicontinuity of V and / with respect to uniform convergence, and of <p and X with respect to L1 convergence, all four functionals converge as «-»-co. It is thus reasonable to conjecture LBnmf->-Lf and LKn mf-+Q>f as n, m-*oo for appropriate classes of functions.
There is a major difference in the two variable case however. Construct a C00 "rounded spike" function fe on Q which vanishes off a circular neighborhood Ct of (\, \) and assumes the value 1 at (£, $). By making the spike sufficiently thin, Lfc={+s for arbitrarily small positive e. On the other hand 52?/£=4xj(l -x)(l-y) and is independent of the base radius rc of the spike. Hence, though fc is Coe, LB22fe> 1 +e=Lf for some e in contrast to the relations (2). We now state the theorems. It will be sufficient then to show-(say) (px(Knmf-f)-+0. Since/is gACT, df/dx is summable, where dfjdx is the partial derivative with sets of measure zero neglected in the difference quotient [G-¡] . Pick « continuously differentiable on Q such that ||(3//dx)-/¡||1<e/3; i.e. <px(f-H)< e/3 where H(x, y)=$Z h(t, y) dt. Thus <px(Kn,mf -f) < cpx(f-H) + VX(H -Kn,mH) + Vx(Kn,mH -Kn,mf).
The first term is <e/3, and so is the second for large n and m because (dKnmH¡dx)-*(dH¡dx), since H is C1. The proof of this follows from
showing \(dKnJdx)-(dBnJdx)\ to be small, and then using the corresponding result for Bnm which is proved in [B] .
For the third term, we need a lemma which holds for any summable function. For almost all r¡ e [0, 1], F(f, r/) is a summable function of £. For these r¡, the expression inside the first integral is at most <pxF(r¡). The proof is essentially that of (2)(b). Thus the right hand side of (3) is at most Jo 9^(77) dr\ = cpxF which completes the proof. Now let F=H-f Fis summable, and so by the lemma Vx(Kn,mH -Kn,mf) = Vx(Kn,m(H -/)) < <px{H -/)< e/3.
Hence cpx(Knmf-f)<e for large n and m which completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
